
 

If you're looking for a different spin on the typical Bollywood flick, this is it. The story follows Rana, who has been granted
special powers by an alien race to fight crime in his city. His only problem? He keeps getting distracted while fighting villains
because he keeps thinking about his personal problems. It's hilarious to watch him struggle with this dilemma while still trying to
save the day! Download A Flying Jatt In Tamil Dubbed Torrent Don't miss out on all the fun of this Bollywood-inspired
superhero flick! Download A Flying Jatt in Tamil dubbed torrent now for your viewing pleasure. Download A Flying Jatt In
Tamil Dubbed Torrent All movie torrents are available in HD quality and will be available to view on the Windows Media
Players. For more updates, stay tuned to all our social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter. Also, stay tuned for the
upcoming trailer of the film, which will be released a little later. Enjoy!

After a successful release in New Zealand and Australia, A Flying Jatt comes to USA cinemas this week Saturday 14th
September 2010 under Indonesian title Nusantara. The announcement was made by ADEVIZ Entertainment USA Inc.,
Hollywood's leading global distributor of films from Indonesia. Trailer for the movie is out at http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=oGF_Qh6euw0

The soundtrack was released on 1 December 2011 by Sony Music Entertainment to promote the film. The album reached
number 1 on the iTunes India charts two weeks after its release.

The film’s soundtrack album was released to generally favorable reviews, and reached number one on the Top World Albums
chart at iTunes. "A Flying Jatt" (2011) OST (Original Soundtrack) was performed by Adhi Kutami, who also performed "Jai
Mata Di" (2010). The other tracks were performed by Ricky Martin, Anthony Callejon, Abraham Benrubi, Raheem DeVaughn
and Keven Jean-Mary. 

The song "A Flying Jatt" was covered by Sonu Nigam.

A flying jatt is a flying creature in Indian folk lore. It is said to be the only animal capable of flying over mountains, rivers and
oceans. The Jatts are said to fly with the wings on their feet. They are said to be very fast creatures that can travel long distances
in a short time with their wings on their back legs which are used to run after prey. They are said to have wings on their knees
which are used to drive them towards prey they wish to catch. Also they have the ability of living underwater for centuries
without suffocating since they breath air through gills located at the top of their head . And can be injured with a small rod even
a feather of a plan can cause a deadly wound to the Jatts.(legends)

The title of the movie was also considered as "Flying Jatt", which was announced on Twitter. But later it was changed to A
Flying Jatt. A Flying Jatt story is similar to films like The Green Lantern, Kick-Ass and Hancock, where superheroes struggle
with social problems while trying to defeat enemies. In the film, Rana leads a normal life without having any idea about his
super powers. He works in his father’s shoe shop and wants to marry his childhood love interest and they both share memories
but he has never told her about his powers.
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